Bergamo, 18th May 2020

**B. Bigler AG appointed as RadiciGroup distributor for Germany**

A partnership to offer quality and flexibility to German customers

RadiciGroup High Performance Polymers announces a reorganization of its sales network in Germany: starting on 18th May 2020 B. Bigler AG is appointed as the distributor for the German market for a wide product range including RADILON®, HERAMID®, RADIFLAM®, RADISTRONG®, RADITER®, HERAFLEX®, TORZEN® and RADITECK®.

«Our Group – said Rolf Behringer, Sales Manager DACH of RadiciGroup High Performance Polymers – is taking one more step to strengthen its long-term presence in the German market partnering with an important and reliable company such as B. Bigler AG. Since long we have been cooperating with B. Bigler AG in Switzerland and now we are confident that, together with our sales team, we will be able to offer the highest level of quality and flexibility to our German customers.»

B. Bigler AG provides its resident, well-established, and country-wide sales net and logistics hub in Weiterstadt guaranteeing fast delivery to customers.

«We are proud and glad to expand our partnership with RadiciGroup to the German market - said Reto Frei, Sales Director of B. Bigler AG – and we are looking forward to implementing the same successful collaboration as we have in Switzerland, driven by continuous growth. We are already well positioned in Germany, through local sales force and warehousing. This will be a benefit for all German customers looking for fast delivery of small quantities of materials, ranging from from 25 kg up to full pallets.»

B. Bigler AG, Zug (part of Dolder Group) is a well known distributor company since 1977 in D/A/CH region for thermoplastics raw materials and masterbatches. [www.biglerag.com](http://www.biglerag.com)

---

**RADICIGROUP** – With approximately 3,100 employees, sales revenue of EUR 1,211 million in 2018 and a network of production and sales sites located throughout Europe, North America, South America and Asia, RadiciGroup is one of the world’s leading producers of a wide range of chemical intermediates, polyamide polymers, engineering plastics, synthetic fibres and nonwovens. These products – the result of the Group’s outstanding chemical expertise and vertically integrated polyamide production chain – have been developed for use in a variety of industrial sectors, such as: AUTOMOTIVE – ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS – CONSUMER GOODS – APPAREL – FURNISHINGS – CONSTRUCTION – HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES – SPORTS. The basis of the Group’s strategy is a strong focus on innovation, quality, customer satisfaction and social and environmental sustainability. With its business areas - Specialty Chemicals, High Performance Polymers and Synthetic Fibres & Nonwovens (Performance Yarn, Comfort Fibres and Extrusion Yarn), RadiciGroup is part of a larger industrial group that also includes textile machinery (ITEMA), energy (GEOGREEN) and hotel (SAN MARCO) businesses. RadiciGroup is main sponsor of Atalanta B.C for UEFA Champions League 2019-2020.
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